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Abstract—In this paper we present the design and evaluation
of efficient and reliable confirmation-based mass configuration
protocols (cMCONF) for wireless Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANETs). Confirmation based MCONF - proposed as MCONF-
Mode B in our earlier work - enables mass configuration
changes in a MANET while obtaining feedback information
from nodes using a classic flooding approach. In this paper, we
propose and evaluate three versions of cMCONF that collect
feedback information from the network (confirmation of success-
ful configuration change) more efficiently than classic flooding:
(a) multi-parent Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph
(DODAG) based cMCONF (m-DODAG-cMCONF), (b) single-
parent DODAG based cMCONF (s-DODAG-cMCONF) and (c)
Unicast based cMCONF. The proposed protocols improve the
efficiency and reliability performance of the confirmation process
of MCONF-Mode B operation. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed protocols in terms of reliability and message
redundancy by emulating MANETs on Common Open Research
Emulator (CORE). From these emulations, we observe that
m-DODAG-cMCONF provides an excellent tradeoff between
reliability and message complexity across different network sizes
and mobility scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliable implementation of configuration changes at all
nodes in a MANET is often necessary to adapt and operate
the MANET safely and efficiently in a changing network
environment. Configuration change examples in MANET com-
munication includes changing the communication frequency
(channel), retransmission limits, timeouts, security parameters
etc. It is desirable that the configuration changes be executed
reliably by all nodes in the network, along with additional
capacity to track execution. For critical changes, there is
potential for node isolation if the configuration change process
is performed incorrectly or is not executed in all nodes of the
network. The configuration protocol must be able to 1) reliably
and efficiently execute the configuration change throughout the
MANET, 2) quickly identify nodes that have not been able
to execute the configuration change (possibly due to network
disconnectedness, node isolation etc). A critical configuration
change benefits from the ability to gather feedback on whether
the configuration change was successfully executed by all
nodes, so that rollback or other corrective steps can be taken if
it is not the case. Configuration changes that can permanently
isolate nodes such as a changing the frequency or authen-
tication key, can benefit from these additional verification
(confirmation) step.

Confirmation based Mass Configuration (MCONF) pro-
tocol, also known as MCONF-Mode B, developed in [1]
provides means to successfully perform a mass configuration
change in MANET for different operating situations and pro-
vide confirmation of configuration execution. MCONF-Mode
B protocol uses classic flooding approach for configuration
rollout as well as confirmation gathering which results in
inefficiency and delay in executing the overall configuration
change process. A MCONF protocol must result in a high
execution reliability for mobile network topologies using low
number of messages and must be able to track configuration
execution.

Most of the research work reported on configuration
changes in networks has been focused on developing messag-
ing conventions and high level languages, such as NETCONF
protocol [2], and related performance enhancements [3]. Since
the question of mass configuration is related to reliable broad-
casting in MANETs, we briefly review that literature here.
Banerjee et al. [4] present reliable broadcasting solution in
MANETs through the creation of tree like construction to
avoid duplication of flooding, while Liu et al. [5] and Mohsin
et al’s [6] solution depend on immediate neighbor informa-
tion instead of constructing a tree. Other methods depend
on the knowledge of node location [7], utilizes a clustered
structure of the network [8], [9] or uses a hybrid approach
[10]. As mentioned earlier, [1] proposes a mass configuration
protocol MCONF which contains three different operation
modes to meet conditional and unconditional configuration
change demand in a MANET, but is based on an inefficient
flooding based approach. In our previous work [11], we extend
this work and propose two high performance efficient/reliable
MCONF protocols, E-MCONF and S-MCONF, for the Mode
A operation that is meant for non-critical changes, and does
not require confirmation on successful configuration changes.

The specific novel contributions of this work are as follows.
We propose, implement and evaluate three different confirma-
tion based mass configuration protocol known as cMCONF
protocols, specifically focused on reducing the redundancy of
the confirmation step in MCONF. cMCONF is designed to
provide efficient mass configuration roll-out while maintaining
high reliability in the MANET. The first cMCONF protocol,
named as multi-parent Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic
Graph (DODAG) based Mass Configuration protocol (m-
DODAG-cMCONF), creates a multi-parent DODAG for the
forwarding of confirmation messages. The second cMCONF



variant, s-DODAG-cMCONF, is a single-parent version of
m-DODAG-cMCONF that attempts to further reduce the re-
dundancy of feedback messages. The third protocol, Unicast-
cMCONF employs a simple unicast transmission from the
MANET nodes to the root during confirmation message trans-
mission, by utilizing an external routing protocol (OLSR in our
case) for its implementation.

Our evaluation is achieved through implementation on a
realistic emulation platform that takes into account the full
complexity of the MANETs, the routing and MAC layers in
measuring performance. We utilize Naval Research Labora-
tory’s OLSR reference prototype NRLOLSR [12], specifically
for Unicast-cMCONF protocol implementation. We performed
extensive emulations using CORE [13], [14] and BonnMotion
[15] to establish the performance of our model; CORE allows
real-time network emulation for static and dynamic network
scenarios with a high-level emulation platform and graphical
interface.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background
material on confirmation based classic flooding MCONF, and
the DODAG concepts from the RPL protocol, are discussed
in Section II. The proposed cMCONF protocols are presented
in Section III. We present and analyze the emulation results
in Section IV, and finally conclude in Section V.

II. CONFIRMATION BASED CLASSIC FLOODING MCONF
MODEL AND RPL-DODAG

In this section we first discuss the original MCONF pro-
tocol, outline its two modes of operation, and discuss its
limitations. We also provide a brief overview of DODAG based
messaging ideas from the RPL protocol [16], some elements
of which have been employed in the first two protocols of this
paper.

A. Original MCONF Protocol
To effectively propagate mass configuration changes ini-

tiated by the root node of the MANET, possibly carrying
out the commands of a remotely located Network Operation
Center (NOC), MCONF protocol provides two operational
modes. The first mode (Mode A) disseminates configuration
change without any confirmation feedback. The second mode
(Mode B), contrary to Mode A, requires confirmation from
the network nodes after configuration roll-out. Our proposed
cMCONF protocols are based on Mode B operation and are
described in Section III. The MCONF protocol operation is
divided into multiple states; Ready, Wait Commit, Execute
and Wait Done. Mode A uses the first three states while Mode
B utilizes all four states. In Mode A, each node is initially in a
default Ready state and waits to receive configuration change
(COMMIT) messages. The root node initiates the operation by
sending a COMMIT message to its first hop neighbors which is
forwarded further downstream in the network through a limited
flooding based approach, as follows. Each node receiving
the COMMIT message enters the Wait Commit, in which it
rebroadcasts the message (after regular intervals of time) until
it has heard the COMMIT message being transmitted by each

of its neighbors. In other words, while there are no explicit
acknowledgments, hearing a COMMIT message transmission
by a neighbor serves as an implicit acknowledgment that the
neighbor has received the message. In Mode A, it only uses
one type of message - the COMMIT message. Note that the
Execute step can be either before or after the Wait Commit
phase, depending on whether the protocol implements early or
lazy execution. Due to its reliance on flooding, MCONF does
not rely on any routing protocol, nor does it need to maintain
or construct a topology for message propagation.

Mode B supplements Mode A with an additional step
(confirmation process). In Mode B, after the completion of
the Wait Commit and Execute phases, each node changes its
state to Wait Done, and sends (broadcasts) DONE messages
that acts as confirmation of execution of configuration change
by itself, as well as all other nodes that it knows of (based on
the DONE messages it has heard). Thus, each DONE message
include a list of nodes that it (the sender of the message) knows
as having executed the change, and neighboring nodes hearing
that broadcast update their database of which nodes have exe-
cuted the change, which they include in their DONE messages.
A node keeps broadcasting these DONE messages until it has
no new information (confirmation) to report within a timeout
period. At the end of this flooding based confirmation process,
all nodes in the network (including the root) would know
which nodes successfully executed the configuration change.

The main limitation of these two operation modes is that
they utilizes classic flooding for their operations and is unsuit-
able for large MANETs due to high message redundancy. This
results in lower throughput and wastage of network resources.
In our previous work which is based on Mode A operation, we
have attempted to reduce the inherent redundancy of the clas-
sical flooding technique while maintaining mass configuration
performance [11]. However as discussed earlier, execution of
critical changes must be associated with a feedback mech-
anism for tracking of configuration change in the network.
Note that the information in the DONE messages sent out
by different nodes can initially all be different, and gradually
converges over time due to aggregation. This convergence
time (or time for propagation of information throughout the
network, including the root) can be quite significant, implying
a high message complexity of the confirmation process. The
overhead of this flooding based confirmation process can be
considerably more than that of the change commit process,
particularly in large MANETs. The biggest challenge is to en-
able this feedback (confirmation) mechanism without flooding
the network with configuration change messages, and avoiding
feedback implosion. Therefore, in this work we design and
implement two feedback based cMCONF protocols, which
employ multi-parent and single-parent destination oriented
directed acyclic graph (DODAG) structures in the confirmation
process. We also evaluate another cMCONF protocol called
Unicast based cMCONF, and compare the performance of
these three proposed cMCONF protocols with classic flooding
based MCONF-Mode B in Section IV.



B. RPL and Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph

Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks
(RPL) is designed by the IETF as a routing protocol for
use in constrained networks [16]. It specifies how to build a
Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) using
an objective function and a set of metrics/constraints. RPL
incorporates a DODAG versioning system which ensures that
the topology avoid loops and does not become stale.

DODAGs, in general, are loop free topologies which arrange
nodes into a directed acyclic graph with a single root node.
RPL defines objective functions to optimize the topology ac-
cording to predefined goals such as link quality, energy usage
or hop-count. An execution of RPL with a specific objective
function is termed as instance of RPL and multiple instances of
RPL can be run within a network, each with its own DODAGs.
A node computes its rank in the DODAG, a metric which
determines its level in graph structure, from the objective
code point specified in a received DIO (DODAG Information
Object) message. The neighbor which provides the best rank is
chosen as the parent when multiple DIO messages from several
neighbors are received. This mechanism generates upwards
routes towards the sink (root node) and messages are only
forwarded upstream (to parent nodes) to avoid loops. The
ranks, and therefore the DODAG itself, is adapted dynamically
based on the DIO message broadcasts.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

A. Multi-Parent DODAG based cMCONF (m-DODAG-
cMCONF)

Fig. 1. m-DODAG-cMCONF: Red arrows indicate forward COMMIT
transmission with Hop Count (HC) updation, followed by backward DONE
message confirmation process towards root node (black arrows). Node ‘e’ has
multiple parents.

In this section we present the architectural design of
DODAG based cMCONF that admits multiple parents per
node. We describe the mechanism for the hop-count metric,
although it can be generalized to other link quality metrics
as well. Each node maintains an attribute called ‘Hop Count
(HC)’ which is similar to the rank metric of RPL-DODAG,
and indicates the minimum number of hops to reach root node.

The HC for each node is initialized to zero. The root
node initiates the protocol by broadcasting to its neighbors a
COMMIT message appended with its hop count information.
This message is further relayed downstream, but after updating
the hop-count information. During this forward (downstream)
messaging, each node looks at the HC information present in
COMMIT message; then it chooses minimum value from all
the received HC values and increments it by one to determine
its own HC value. It considers the neighbor node(s) sending
the minimum HC value as its parent node(s). (Note that the
parents of node with hop-count h + 1 consists of all its
neighbors that is at hop-count h; thus a node can have multiple
parents.) Further note that no message needs to be sent by a
node to the parent node(s) establishing this relationship. As
we will see shortly, this relationship can simply be implied by
the hop-count values tagged along with all messages that are
sent/received.

Fig. 2. A snapshot of 10 node mobile random walk topology emulation in
CORE.

The forwarding of the configuration change (COMMIT)
messages from the root to downstream nodes is very similar to
the original MCONF, except that it includes the additional HC
information. This step can be viewed as a reliable broadcast of
the COMMIT message sent from the root to all other nodes
in the MANET. Note that no ACK message is needed for
reliability; the COMMIT message from the neighbor (other
than carrying information about the neighbor’s hop-count) also
serves as an implicit acknowledgment that the neighbor has
received the COMMIT message. As in the original MCONF,
this greatly simplifies and reduces the amount of message ex-
changes in the network during the forwarding of the COMMIT
message (when the nodes are in the Wait Commit state). Note
that a node keeps tracks of all HC values of all its neighbors,
as indicated in these COMMIT messages. As in the original
MCONF, the Execute step at a node is before or after the
Wait Commit phase (but must be after the first COMMIT
message is received by the node, of course), depending on
whether the execution is early or lazy.

After the completion of the Wait Commit (early execu-
tion) or Execute (lazy execution) phase, a node moves to
the Wait Done state, in which a node periodically resends
broadcasts DONE messages, letting its neighbors know that it
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Fig. 4. Reliability Performance vs Mobility for 10 node network.

is done executing the change. However, unlike MCONF-Mode
B, in m-DODAG-cMCONF a node rebroadcasts a DONE
message only if it was sent by a child node. Since the
parent-child relationship was not formally established (through
message exchange), if a node has a hop-count of h, any
node with hop-count h + 1 is assumed to be a child. (For
convenience, the hop-count information could be included in
the DONE message as well, although it is not necessary if each
node maintains a list of the hop-counts of its neighbors from
the Wait Commit step, as described earlier.) Note that a node
can aggregate the information from the DONE message from
several children, and send its DONE messages periodically
with the latest aggregated information. Also note that there is
no formal acknowledgment of the DONE message. If a node
hears the information in its latest DONE message included in
a parent’s DONE message, it assumes that the parent must
have received its DONE message; it will rebroadcast the
DONE message after regular intervals (up to retransmission
limit) until that happens. Thus, in the Wait Done phase
the information on which nodes have executed propagates
efficiently back to the root node, in an aggregated manner
through the destination (root) oriented DAG structure. This
structure is implicitly constructed/maintained through the HC
information exchange during the Wait Commit phase.

B. Single Parent DODAG based cMCONF (s-DODAG-
cMCONF)

The Single Parent DODAG based cMCONF’s implementa-
tion is similar to the m-DODAG-cMCONF, with one important
difference. For a node with hop-count h + 1, if there are
multiple neighboring nodes with hop-count h, only one of
them is chosen as the parent, and only that node will be
rebroadcasting the information in the child node’s Wait Done
message. Therefore, the child node would have to choose one
of those neighbors (with hop-count h) as a parent node, and
notify it. This notification can be done without any additional

message - simply by indicating the parent node’s id (like the
routing address) in the DONE message. In that way, only a
node that sees its own id (as a parent node) in the DONE
message will aggregate and rebroadcast that information. Note
that child node can potentially choose another parent node (at
the same hop-count h) when retransmitting the Wait Done
message - for load balancing, for example. However, the key
difference here is that unlike m-DODAG-cMCONF, a single
message in s-DODAG-cMCONF propagates to the root in only
one path.

C. Unicast based cMCONF

In this protocol, each node simply unicasts the DONE
message to the root node during the confirmation process.
Unlike the DODAG based approaches, such unicast at the
transport layer does not implement hop-by-hop reliability.
While its reliability can be low in high mobility scenarios
(as we will see in the next section), it avoids any redundant
transmission of messages. Moreover, it relies on the existence
of a unicast routing protocol (such as AODV or OLSR) in the
MANET. In this work, we primarily use this Unicast-cMCONF
to performance benchmark the two DODAG-cMCONF ap-
proaches.

IV. EMULATION RESULTS

With Common Open Research Emulator (CORE), we emu-
late different mobile scenarios to test varying mobility condi-
tions using pre-generated movement scripts. CORE provides
a high-level emulation platform with a graphical interface and
provides the ability to connect to live networks. Figure 2
shows a random walk scenario emulation using CORE with 10
nodes including 9 mobile nodes and 1 stationary node serving
as the gateway or root. We utilized BonnMotion to create
Random Walk mobility condition to simulate movement of
nodes across a rectangular terrain. To represent general ground
vehicular speed range, mobility of the nodes is varied from
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Fig. 5. Redundancy Performance using Low, Intermediate and High Mobility for 10, 15 and 20 node networks of the proposed protocols.

1 m/s (2.24 miles/hour) to 33 m/s (73.8 miles/hour). In this
implementation, we utilize lazy execution operation for mass
configuration. We evaluate the performance of our proposed
protocols through two different metrics: (a) reliability i.e. the
percentage of nodes being executed and (b) redundancy i.e.
the average number of total sent messages (COMMIT, DONE
etc.) from the nodes in the network.

General parameters and their values used in different cM-
CONF protocol evaluation are presented in Table I. We
emulate a 10, 15 and 20 node mobile CORE scenarios in
this evaluation. For all mobility cases, the gateway (or root)
node initiates the protocol. Movement of nodes results in the
reduction of average nodal connectivity of the network, which
creates disconnection in topology for a single or groups of
nodes, with higher mobility resulting in further disconnections.

TABLE I
CMCONF PROTOCOL’S GENERAL PARAMETERS & SETTINGS

Parameters Description Value
m Message size 1KB
rdone Retransmissions count 20
texec Execution timeout 15 s
tdodag DONE timeout- m-DODAG, s-DODAG 200 ms
tuni DONE timeout - Unicast 200 ms

A. Performance Analysis

In the first set of results presented here, we emulate a
10-node mobile scenario as shown in Figure 2. In Figures
3 and 4, we analyze the redundancy and reliability attained
through our proposed protocols and compare them with those
attained by the classic flooding based MCONF. Note that for
any given protocol, the redundancy increases with increase
in mobility. We observe that all three proposed protocols
outperform the classic flooding MCONF as far as message
efficiency is concerned. The reduction in message redundancy
is even lower comparably at high node mobility rates for our
proposed protocols. The effect of this reduction in redundancy
on the protocol’s reliability is shown in Figure 4. We observe

that even though the flooding based MCONF achieves a
comparatively higher reliability than our proposed protocols,
it does so at the cost of consistently higher redundancies. The
reliability performance of s-DODAG-cMCONF and Unicast-
cMCONF protocols is slightly worse than flooding based
MCONF. However, m-DODAG-cMCONF protocol maintains
good reliability and redundancy performance, especially at
high mobility where it is able to reduce redundancy by
27% with a slight decrease in reliability. Moreover, all three
proposed protocols outperform flooding based MCONF at low
mobility. The network suffers more disruptions with increase
in mobility which reduces the average number of executed
nodes. This results in more redundancy (larger number of
messages) at high mobility as shown in Figures 3 and 5.

In the next set of experiments, we increase the network
size to 15 and 20 nodes respectively and compare the re-
dundancy and reliability performance with classic flooding
based MCONF, at different mobility levels. Figures 5 and 6
shows redundancy and reliability performance for 10, 15 and
20 node scenario collectively at low (1 m/s or 2.2 miles/hr),
intermediate (17 m/s or 38.02 miles/hr) and high mobility
(33 m/s or 73.8 miles/hr). Note that the increase in nodal
density in a network results in larger number of messages, as
expected. Similar to the 10 node scenario, all three proposed
protocols outperform the flooding based MCONF at low
mobility. At high mobility, m-DODAG-cMCONF protocol is a
standout among all the proposed protocols from a redundancy-
reliability tradeoff perspective.

The option of having multiple parent nodes broadcasting
a child node’s messages enhances m-DODAG-cMCONF pro-
tocol’s performance when compared with the flooding based
MCONF. Its lower message redundancy does not affect re-
liability performance much at all mobility rate as is evident
from Figure 6. Note that in Unicast-cMCONF protocol, the
probability of root node receiving confirmation messages
through unicast from all other nodes decreases considerably at
high mobility, which lowers the configuration execution rate
(reliability performance) of the protocol. Low mobility ensures
higher average nodal connectivity and hence relatively higher
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Fig. 6. Reliability Performance using Low, Intermediate and High Mobility for 10, 15 and 20 node networks of the proposed protocols.

configuration execution. Therefore, Unicast-cMCONF and s-
DODAG-cMCONF are best suited for low mobility scenarios.
However, it should be noted that unicast-cMCONF can only be
used when an existing unicast routing protocol (like OLSR)
is already operational in the MANET. The DODAG based
cMCONF protocols do not have this limitation. Furthermore,
m-DODAG-cMCONF protocol performs well at both low and
high mobility scenarios, and therefore can be considered for
use over a wide range of mobility.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose and evaluate three variants
of a confirmation based mass configuration protocol (cM-
CONF) for implementing efficient and reliable configuration
changes in MANETs. The first cMCONF variant, m-DODAG-
cMCONF, focuses on reducing message redundancy in the
network by employing DODAG during confirmation process
and uses multiple parents to forward a node’s message for
better reliability with a slight increase in message redundancy.
s-DODAG-cMCONF applies similar implementation but only
allows single parent of a node. The third cMCONF variant,
Unicast-cMCONF, focuses on efficiency by enabling unicast
communication between child node and root node by utilizing
an existing unicast routing protocol. Performance of all three
cMCONF protocols are evaluated against the Classic Flooding
based MCONF-Mode B for different mobility scenarios and
three different MANETs with increasing nodal density. The
performance of all three protocols are quite good in the low to
intermediate mobility range. At high mobility, the performance
of s-DODAG-cMCONF and Unicast-cMCONF degrades sig-
nificantly in terms of reliability. However, the m-DODAG-
cMCONF can still be used in high mobility conditions with
high reliability and significantly decreased redundancy as
compared to a flooding approach. Our results show that m-
DODAG-cMCONF is efficient, versatile and well suited for a
wide range of applications.
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